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Within QED, we examine Several issues related to ccmstrwting  a p&cm-model-based QCD
transport  theory.  We rewrite the QED analog of the parton  model, the Wei&cker-Williams Ap
Pupation, entirely in term8 of phase-apace quantities and we study the phase-space photon and
electmn densities created by a clamical point charge. We find that the den&ieg take a distinctive
“8olmX-pmpagator”  form. This form does not arise in a conventional derivation of the mmicl&cal
transport equations because of the overuse of the gradient app roximation. We dd not apply the gradi-
ent approximation and so derive the phaaeapace anal- of the Generalized Fluctuation-Dissipation
Theorem. Together, this  theorem and the expression for the phase-space particle self-energies give a
set of coupled phase-space evolution equations. We illustrate how these evolution equations can be
wed perturbatively  or to derive semiclassical transport equations. Our work relies on phase-space
propagators and murces,  so we  dmcribe  them in detail when calculating the ,photon  and electron
phase-space densities. We use these tools to discuss the shape of a nucleon’s parton  cloud.

PACS numbem: 24.10.Cn,  25.75.-q, 12.38.Mh

I. INTRODUCTION

Primary hadrouic  collisions in a typical uuclear reaction at IUiIC All occur at fi N ZOOA  GeV. Such a collision is
80 violent that the parto?, i.e. the quark8  and gluons comprising the badrone,  will become deconfined.  With hadronic
den&lea exceeding the inverse volume of a typical hadron,  the partons  will remain deconfmed  and are expected to form
a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) (I-31.  Since  transport theory descriptions of nuclear collisiona  have proven successful
at lower energles,  it is natural to attempt to describe the time evolution of the QGP using a transport model derived
from QCD. A transport model would describe the time evolution of tbe parton  phase-space’ densities throughout the
collision. The procedures for deriving semiclassical transport equations using time-ordered nonequilibrium  methods
are well developed [S-9]. In fact, them have been several attempts at constructing a QCD transport  model baaed on
these procedures [19-121,  but each of them have their problems. Chief among these problems is that one either treats
the.soft long-range phenomena (in the case of [12]) or one treats the hard short+tance phenomena (in the case
of [lo]), but never both in the same framework. Normally when one diiusseg  transport, one asmnnea a separation
between the interaction and the kinetic length scales. If one relaxes this  assumption then one may be able to treat both
hard and soft  modes on equal footing. We have not done this for QCD, but we have made several steps  toward doing
the analogous thing in QED. Our techniques also allow for a simple connection with the parton model. This paper
consists of three parts, each one using QED to describe different  aspects of the problem of constructing a partonic
transport theory. In the end, we use our accumulated insight to discuss the shape of the parton cloud of a nucleon.

Before outlining the paper, we must say a few words about our formalism. In the first  two sections, we use
Feynman’s  formulation of perturbation theory. In Feynman perturbation theory, one specie%  the initial and final
states of a reaction and calculates the probability of going from the initial to final state. Thus, it in the appropriate
tool for calculating observable8  for simple processes (such aa exclusive cro8s sections). For this  reason,  we use Feynman
perturbation theory to illustrate how the phase-space 8ourcea and propagators work and to calculate the reaction
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‘By phawapace,  we mean in space, time, momentum and energy (or invariant mass) simultaneously.
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